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Is My Chick Sick? Answers and Advice

Even when perfect care is taken, chicks of any age can have difficulties. This guide will help answer some of the most common questions we

receive regarding whether or not a chick is sick. If you need extra guidance or want to bring any chicks back to the farm to be cared for,

please email farm@rentacoop.com with “Sick Chick” in the subject line. Our admin team is available Monday through Friday from 9AM to

5PM to answer emails. Emails received outside of these hours may have a delayed response time. If you have an after hours or over the

weekend emergency please follow the initial care instructions in this guide as this will give the chick it’s best chance of survival.

It is important to remember that sometimes chicks pass or do not fully hatch because of unknown developmental or internal problems. Our

program is designed to educate adults and children about nature, which can include nature's delicacy.

Initial Care:
If you have a chick that is struggling, ensure they are in an area with no drafts and have

access to the low end of the heating plate. Ensure they have a clean brooder, clean water

and food. Chicks are more likely to pass or struggle from being too cold than from issues of

illness, dehydration, or starvation. While 70°F may feel nice and comfortable for us, young

chicks are not yet able to thermoregulate; they can’t warm themselves up or cool

themselves down. Chicks under one week old require access to an area with a minimum

temperature of 95°F-100°F (the heating plate). You may also refer to the “How to Help a
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Weak Chick” guide which can be found on our Chick Resources Page at www.rentacoop.com/chickinfo

Observation Sick? Explanation

Messy Bottom/

Pasty/Poopy

butt

MAYBE ● The fastest and safest way to treat pasty/poopy butt is to wash the chick's butt under warm running water.

Work quickly in a warm room to prevent chilling. When the droppings soften, gently coax the poop off the

down feathers without pulling to avoid tearing the chick's skin. You may also use a damp cloth or paper towel.

After the area is cleaned, dry any excess water. You may put a little vaseline or olive oil on the vent and the

down feathers below the vent to help prevent it from happening again. Check chicks regularly.

● Chicks can get pasty/poopy butt from being too cold, eating too many treats or being stressed. Make sure your

chicks are warm and only feed chick feed, which is specially formulated for chicks under 12 weeks old.

Early hatch NO ● Some breeds of chickens hatch earlier than others, this is OK.

● This is more likely to happen in the summer because of warmer air temperatures and higher ambient humidity.

Chick is weak or

not moving

(Lethargic)

MAYBE ● Chicks of any age can become weak or fail to thrive. If you have a weak chick, swift intervention is essential to

help them recover, although it may not always be successful.

● Newly hatched chicks don’t need to eat or drink for the first 24-48 hours.

● For older chicks, you can dip their beak or use a spoon to give them sugar water, pedialyte or electrolyte

water. If your chick is weak please refer to our How to Help a Weak Chick guide which can be found on

our Chick Resources Page at www.rentacoop.com/chickinfo.

Chick won't

stop peeping

MAYBE ● Chicks often cry/peep when they are cold or uncomfortable

● Place chick under the heating plate to ensure they are warm enough and check them for pasty/poopy butt.

http://www.rentacoop.com/chickinfo
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5930848de58c62d7eaa03f6d/t/5f494912d31f2038f1093c52/1598638356566/How+to+Help+a+Weak+Chick+2020+%281%29.pdf
http://www.rentacoop.com/chickinfo


Black spot or

scab near vent

NO ● This is the remains of the umbilical cord (in newly hatched chicks)

● *DO NOT remove this scab as it will cause excessive bleeding.*

Chick is

bleeding

MAYBE ● Establishing the pecking order is normal chicken behavior. If your bigger chicks are pecking at your little

chicks when they are first introduced to each other a few minor injuries can occur. If the injury is still red,

clean the injury by flushing it with saline solution- One teaspoon of salt dissolved in two cups of warm

water.

● If a chick has been severely injured the best thing to do is to e-mail us with “Sick Chick” in the subject line.

You may need to bring the chick back to the farm for our staff to care for, but be prepared that our

program is designed to educate adults and children about nature, which can include nature's delicacy and the

chick may pass.

Spraddle or

Splay leg

YES
(Treatable!)

● A difficult hatch or walking on a slippery surface can cause this.

● Help straighten the legs by securing them in the correct position! Watch this video to help guide you.

Curly Toe YES
(Treatable!)

● A difficult hatch or developmental hardships can cause this.

● Make a boot! Watch this video to help guide you.

Lump/tumor on

chest/neck

NO ● Nothing to be concerned about!

● When chicks eat it fills up their crop. If they eat a lot their crop can appear as a bubble on their shoulder.

Bald patches or

missing feathers

NO ● As chicks grow, they shed their fluffy down feathers and new feathers grow in.

● Sometimes chicks shed their down feathers faster than the new feathers can grow, leaving some bald looking

patches. This is a normal part of chick growth!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Y9ORp9VWKk&t=30s
https://youtu.be/8qCu3gu_kGE


Newly hatched

chick has dried

but looks crusty

MAYBE ● If your chick has dried but looks crusty instead of fluffy, take a warm damp paper towel or cloth and gently

rub the chick. Once they are clean we recommend placing them back in the incubator for a little bit to warm

up and dry.

Newly hatched

chick is “goopy”

or not drying

MAYBE ● If your chick has hatched and they are not drying correctly you may need to manually dry them with a paper

towel or cloth. Once they are dry we recommend placing them back in the incubator for a little bit to ensure

they are ready to move to the brooder..

Different Poop

Colors/Texture

MAYBE ● It is very normal for chickens to have different colored poop. The most frequently seen is a darker brown

with some white around it. Every so often you will see a gooey, foamy or sticky poop ranging in color from

mustard to dark brown called ‘cecal droppings”. Both of these types of poop are normal.

● If the droppings occasionally have a little red in them it is normal as chickens will shed some of their intestinal

lining.

● If their droppings are frequently red or bloody please email us with “Sick Chick” in the subject line. Your

chicks may need to be brought back to the farm and cared for by our animal staff.

Chick here to go back to the Chick Resources page

http://www.rentacoop.com/chickinfo

